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RENCONTRES AMRAE- ANNUAL RISK MANAGEMENT, RISK CONTROL,
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
EVENT ON FEBRUARY 3-5, AT LILLE (FRANCE)

PARIS, 21.01.2016, 15:47 Time

USPA NEWS - Water, raw materials and energy sources are becoming scarce and some natural resources are overexploited or even
plundered. The climate imbalances caused devastate entire populations and wipe out any hope of economic expansion...

Water, raw materials and energy sources are becoming scarce and some natural resources are overexploited or even plundered. The
climate imbalances caused devastate entire populations and wipe out any hope of economic expansion. Because economic
globalisation and information technologies have accelarated interdependencies, the impacts are now immediate and extreme in their
scope.

With floods, tornadoes and other mudslides, populations are devastated or displaced; businesses stop operating; some economies
suffer or cannot get off the ground. In such conditions, it is difficult to provide young people with hope, education or a future. Developed
countries in particular are organising the disproportionate consumption of the planet's natural resources for the good of their
businesses, GDPs and populations.

How can our businesses remain competitive while staying within these new limits ?
What crisis scenarios should we be preparing for ?

Those questions and many more will be part of the issues that the 24th AMRAE Event will be dealing from 3 to 5 February 2016 at
LILLE (North of FRANCE). This Edition will be under the theme of 'HIGH-RISK CLIMATES'. This will be covering financial, economic,
social, political, regularory, environmental, security....aspects.

- Is worldwide risk management an entirely utopian concept ?
- Are we aware of these domino effects?
- Do the Managers know how to anticipate and manage these changes?
- Will the Insurers meet the needs generated by these changes?
- Are Risk Managers capable of supporting and maintaining the performance of your companies in these high-risk climates?
....

AMRAE and the participants will try to answer those questions an many more.

The opening hours of the 24th Rencontres AMRAE at Lille Grand Palais will be as follows :

- Tuesday 2 February from 5 to 7 pm (early reception)
- Wednesday 3 February from 9 am to 8 pm
- Thursday 4 February from 8.30 am to 7 pm
- Friday 5 February from 8.30 am to 3 pm

In conclusion, we can say :

Risk Management has considerably changed over the past years. Whether strategic, operational, financial, social, health-related or
legal in nature, risks are constantly changing in scale and are thus changing their limits of insurability. Preventing, accepting, reducing,
protecting and transferring risk to an insurer are just some of the possible strategies for the management and internal control of risks.



In an economic context that is already extremely tense, choosing one's risks and learning to manage them have simultaneously
become a critical challenge and a competitive advantage.

Created in 1993, AMRAE (Corporate Risk and Insurance Management) is a leading professional association for the corporate risk and
insurance sectors. For 20 years, AMRAE has been helping private and public organisations achieve their strategic and operational
objectives to enable them to improve their performance and control their risks.

- AMRAE L´Association brings together key players in the risk management sector, including risk managers, internal controllers and
auditors, and insurance and legal professionals. Through its scientific committees, publications and various events, AMRAE produces
content for these experts that enhances their performance and development in their sector and helps them further support corporate
strategies.

- With AMRAE Formation, it meets their professional training needs by offering high-level training leading to recognised certification
and qualifications.

- AMRAE Les Rencontres organises the annual risk management conference, with its 2,200 participants. These three days are a must-
attend event for risk management and financing professionals.
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